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ARGILE laque mate 
 
Description: "ARGILE laque mate" is acrylic polyurethane water-based paint, tensed, hard and resistant, 

with nearly no smell, and easy to apply. 
 

Destination: all interior surfaces: walls, doors, furniture, old paint, wood, etc… in all kinds of rooms, dry                       
                       or humid, bathroom, children’s rooms, public places … 

 

Qualities: -odorless 
  -cleaning tools with water 

  -hard and resistant  
  -easy to use 

  -quick to dry (you can recoat after 6 hours) 
 

VOC :               -Limit value for this product (cat A/a) : 30 g/liter (2010).This product contains max 30 g/L  

                         of VOC 
        

Characteristics 
 

Appearance: matt (3-5% shine at 60° and 85°) 

 
Destination: interior 

 
Application / Painting: brush 

   paint / spray gun 
   roller (insulated foam roller, short hair roller (6/7 mm) or medium hair roller  

                                  (10/12 mm).   

 
Density: 1.40 

 
Coverage: 10-12 m2 depending on surfaces 

 

Drying time at 20°c: touch dry after 2 hours, re-coat after 6- 10 hours maximum 
 

Conditions necessary to paint: -air and surface temperature between 10°c and 25°c 
    -relative humidity: maximum 60% 

 

Thinners / Dilution: ready to use, dilute with water by 3-10% on particularly absorbent surfaces or if   
applying with spray gun. 

 
To clean tools: water 

 
Colors: 184 colors 

 

Availability: 0.75, 2.5, 5- and 10-liters cans 
 

Washability: washable (resistance class 1). 
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Instructions for use 

 
Destination: 

 

This product, mat, is hard and resistant (to water, dirt, friction …) 
 

It can be used on surfaces that are subject to washing or hard use (bathrooms, childrens’ bedrooms, rooms 
with humidity, rooms with public traffic, hospitals, commercial areas) on walls, doors, furniture, wooden 

frames etc…  
 

 

Preparation of surfaces: 
 

The state and the preparation of surfaces should conform to professional uses specifications (DTU 59-1 in 
France). Surfaces should be dry, the room well-ventilated, and air temperature between 10 and 25°c. 

 

"ARGILE laque mate" is to be applied, after following the pre-use instructions (cleaning, degreasing, 
sandpapering…), to the following interior surfaces: 

 
-plaster, plaster covered by a sheet of carton, water-based filler, apply a first coat of “ARGILE sous couche 

de préparation” 
 

-on particularly absorbent, dusty or chalky surfaces, or on repaired or filled surfaces, apply a solvent-based 

primer. 
 

-on already painted surfaces, check the adherence of the previous coat, remove the parts that are not 
adhesive, wash and sandpaper the area.  Also carry out any filling in that are necessary 

 

-on old matt paint, apply a first coat of "ARGILE sous couche de préparation" 
 

-on shiny or silky surfaces, clean and then sandpaper thoroughly, apply one coat of “Argile primaire 
universel” 

 

-with non-ferrous metals, or if the surface or the adherence is poor (PVC, hard plastic…), clean and then 
sandpaper, apply first one coat of “Argile primaire universel” 

 
-with untreated wood, degrease, clean, sandpaper, and then apply a first coat of “Argile primaire universel” 

 
-the degreasing of wood should be done with specific degreasing liquid (trichloroethylene, acetone…) 

 

-with covered wood (with paint, stains, or varnish…) remove the non-adhesive parts and sandpaper them, 
apply one coat of “Argile primaire universel” 

 
-on derivatives of wood (melamine, laminated wood…), clean and sandpaper, apply one coat of “Argile 

primaire universel” 

 
-for furniture, remove all traces of polish or wax, sandpaper it thoroughly and scour off any old 

varnish. Then apply a coat of "ARGILE primaire universel", followed by two coats of “ARGILE laque mate”. 
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- for painting on joints, seals, made by putty, acrylic filler paste, more often used on wood junction, use 

interior quick drying putty, and make a test before. If necessary, apply one thin coat of Argile primaire 

universel before, on the concerned parts, let dry 6 hours minimum, then apply Argile laque mate. 
 

-on old wallpaper or wall covering, apply a coating of "ARGILE primaire universel", then sand-down regularly 
if you notice any straightening of the fibers.  
 
-if any old wall covering have been stripped off, be sure to remove any traces of glue with the appropriate 
products, and then apply a first coat of “Argile primaire universel” 

 
Application 

 
Stir well manually before using the product 

 

Apply two coats of "ARGILE laque mate" with brush, spray gun or roller. 
 

On smooth and small surface, use a short hair roller (max 6/7 mm). On Wall, use a longer hair roller 
(10/12mm) 

 

Using a brush will obtain a taut appearance. 
 

When using a spray gun, dilute the product with water by 3-10% max 
 

Upkeep/Maintenance 
 

"ARGILE laque mate" can be cleaned with a humid sponge.  Avoid aggressive scrubbing.     

 
Health and Safety 

 
Keep out of reach of children. Use only in well ventilated areas. 

 

In accordance with the development of our knowledge and of our techniques, this information sheet may be 
modified over the course of time. 

 
 


